Infection can dramatically alter behavioural and physiological traits as hosts become sick and subsequently 13 return to health. Such "sickness behaviours" include disrupted circadian rhythms in both locomotor activity 14 and body temperature. Host sickness behaviours vary in pathogen species-specific manners but the 15 influence of pathogen intraspecific variation is rarely studied. We examine how infection with the murine 16 malaria parasite, Plasmodium chabaudi, shapes sickness in terms of parasite genotype-specific effects on 17 host circadian rhythms. We reveal that circadian rhythms in host locomotor activity patterns and body 18 temperature become differentially disrupted and in parasite genotype-specific manners. Locomotor activity 19 and body temperature in combination provide more sensitive measures of health than commonly used 20 virulence metrics for malaria (e.g. anaemia). Moreover, patterns of host disruption cannot be explained 21 simply by variation in replication rate across parasite genotypes or the severity of anaemia each parasite 22 genotype causes. It is well known that disruption to circadian rhythms is associated with non-infectious 23 diseases, including cancer, type 2 diabetes, and obesity. Our results reveal that disruption of host circadian 24 rhythms is a genetically variable virulence trait of pathogens with implications for host health and disease 25 tolerance. 26 27
We then examine how locomotor activity rhythm amplitudes differ in more detail by calculating night-day 121 differences in levels of locomotor activity. Consistent with the previous analysis, we find significant 122 differences in the level of locomotor activity induced by infection with different parasite genotypes across 123 the different segments of infection (interaction between time-of-day, parasite genotype and infection 124 segment: χ 2 =8.99(6,115), p<0.0001, R 2 for model fit = 0.94; Fig. 3b ). To explore this further, we separately 125 analyse night and daytime changes to levels of locomotor activity and observe a significant interaction 126 between genotype and infection segment for both night-time and daytime (night: χ 2 =14.79(6,58), p<0.0001, 127 R 2 for model fit = 0.91; day: χ 2 =3.50(6,58), p=0.008, R 2 for model fit = 0.51; see Supplementary Table S3 for 128 effect of genotype). In addition to the changes observed in the phase and amplitude analysis, we also find 129 that: (i) Across all segments and parasite genotypes, mice are on average 3.5-fold more active in the night- infected mice than AJ infected mice ( Fig. 3 ). (iv) Arrhythmicity in AJ infected hosts during the "moderate" 136 and "severe" segments is driven by a loss of night-time activity (Fig. 3) . 137
138 Across-infection patterns in body temperature rhythms 139
We repeat the above analyses (for locomotor activity) now for body temperature. We find differences in 140 body temperature patterns induced by parasite genotypes across the different segments of infection, as 141 revealed by significant interactions between sine or cosine terms, parasite genotype and infection segment 142 ( Fig. 2, Fig. 3a , sine: χ 2 =4.31(8,1742), p<0.0001, cosine: χ 2 =7.06(8,1742), p<0.0001, R 2 for model fit = 0.53; see 143 Supplementary Table S2 for effect of genotype). During the "asymptomatic" segment, AJ infected mice 144 display lower amplitude rhythms in body temperature compared to infection with AS and DK (amplitude 145 using average model fit: AJ = 1.12°C, AS = 1.54°C, DK = 1.7°C) and all mice have their peak body 146 temperature at a similar time (the ZT corresponding to the maximum average model fit: AJ = ZT18.86, AS = 147 ZT17.94, DK = ZT17.94). During the "moderate" segment, unlike rhythms in locomotor activity, AJ infection 148 does not generate arrhythmicity in body temperature although all genotypes reduce amplitude (AJ = 149 1.07°C, AS = 1.2°C, DK = 0.72°C). Furthermore, time of peak body temperature advances in the circadian 150 cycle for AJ and AS (AJ = ZT5.98, AS = ZT8.28), but remains similar to the "asymptomatic" segment for DK 151 (DK = ZT17.25). During the "severe" segment, amplitude in body temperature remains dampened (AJ = 152 0.41°C, AS = 0.95°C, DK = 0.95°C) and the time of peak body temperature becomes closer to that in the 153 (χ 2 =4.15(2,115), p=0.02), time-of-day: infection segment (χ 2 =16.21(3,115), p<0.0001), parasite genotype: 159 infection segment (χ 2 =15.86(3,115), p<0.0001), R 2 for model fit = 0.75; see Supplementary Table S3 for effect 160 of genotype. As for locomotor activity, we separately analyse night and daytime changes in body 161 temperature and find a significant interaction between genotype and infection segment for both night-time 162
(χ 2 =6.20(6,58), p=0.0002, R 2 for model fit = 0.78) and daytime (χ 2 =11.12(6,58), p<0.0001, R 2 for model fit = 163 0.62). In addition to the patterns revealed by considering amplitude and time of peak, we find: (i) Across all 164 segments and parasite genotypes, mice are on average more than 0.5 of a degree Celsius increase in 165 body temperature in the night-time (night-time mean 36.44°C±0.14) than in the daytime (35.82°C±0.10), 166 following locomotor activity patterns. (ii) Night-time body temperature varies more during infection than 167 daytime body temperature (range across all segments, night-time 34.85°C-37.25°C; daytime 34.50°C-168 36.36°C). Further, in the daytime, body temperature varies more than locomotor activity, especially for AJ 169 infected mice with genotype differences emerging during the "severe" segment (see significant genotype 170 comparisons in Supplementary Table S3 ). (iii) Following the loss of night-time activity as infections 171 progress, body temperature also decreases ( Fig. 3 ). In addition, AJ infected mice experience a greater 172 reduction in daytime body temperature than locomotor activity in the "severe" segment, and DK infected 173 mice experience a reduction in daytime body temperature in the "moderate" segment. (iv) Greater 174 differences between infection with the different genotypes are revealed by body temperature compared to 175 locomotor activity in both the "moderate" and "severe" segments ( Fig. 3 ). (v) As for locomotor activity, night-176 time body temperature levels recover sooner for DK and AS infected mice by increasing and becoming 177 similar compared to AJ infected mice ( Fig. 3) . The previous section reveals that, broadly speaking, host circadian rhythms vary during infections in a 181 parasite genotype-specific manner. Overall, the patterns we observe suggest that: (i) locomotor activity 182 rhythms are more sensitive than body temperature rhythms to parasite genotype in the "asymptomatic" 183 segment. (ii) The most variation between infection with different parasite genotypes is exposed in the 184 "severe" segment, with rhythms in AJ infected hosts diverging from rhythms in AS and DK infected hosts 185 ( Fig. 3 , Supplementary Tables S2 & S3 ). (iii) The difference in locomotor activity rhythms between infection 186 with AS and DK disappear after the "asymptomatic" segment, but the effects of AJ on locomotor activity 187 and body temperature rhythms are not eroded until during the "recovery" segment (Supplementary Table  188 S3) and even then, AJ mice still have slightly lower amplitude rhythms, particularly in body temperature. 189
Given that AJ is considered the most virulent of these three genotypes according to measures of anaemia, 190 weight loss, and replication rate [24,25] we investigated whether levels of disruption to rhythms during 191 infection correlates with genotype differences in virulence. 192
For each host, we regress hourly levels of locomotor activity and body temperature for every day post 6 which we use as a metric for rhythm similarity: higher values mean rhythms during infection are more 196 similar to rhythms of healthy animals. We find significant differences in rhythm dynamics between mice 197 infected with different parasite genotypes for locomotor activity (Fig. 4a : genotype by day PI interaction 198 χ 2 =2.93(2,170), p<0.0001) and body temperature ( Fig. 4b : genotype by day PI interaction χ 2 =2.19(22,170), 199 p=0.003), see Supplementary Table S4 for effect of genotype. The patterns suggest that across all infected 200 mice, locomotor activity rhythms experience greater overall disruption that locomotor activity rhythms (R 2 201 range: locomotor activity 0.08 -0.41; body temperature 0.16 -0.72), and locomotor activity rhythms are 202 disrupted for more days during infection than body temperature (locomotor activity 6-11 PI, body 203 temperature 7-8 PI). Genotype comparisons reveal, as suggested by the previous analyses, that AJ 204 associates with the most disruption to locomotor activity and body temperature rhythms, particularly during 205 the beginning of infections ("asymptomatic" segment), and disruption occurs up until the "recovery" 206 segment which is longer than the other genotypes ( Fig. 3 & 4 ). AS and DK cause very similar levels of 207 disruption; changes to locomotor activity rhythms occurs earlier in infections with AS than DK but recovery 208 occurs at similar rates. 209 210 Genotype differences in parasite density and anaemia do not correlate with disruption to host rhythms 211
Next, we verify that our genotypes vary in virulence as expected (AJ is the most virulent and DK the least) 212
according to the traditionally used virulence measures of host anaemia and parasite density [24, 25] . We 213 find significant differences between mice infected with different genotypes in the densities of red blood cells 214 Supplementary Table S4 for genotype comparisons. The expected 217 virulence rank is supported by AS and DK infected mice losing RBC at a slower rate than AJ, and AJ 218 infected mice showing the slowest recovery from anaemia. Similarly, AJ infected mice harbour the most 219 parasites throughout infections. 220
Given the genotype differences in host anaemia and parasite replication, and that most disruption to 221 locomotor activity and body temperature rhythms coincides with minimum RBC density and follows peak 222 parasite density ( Fig. 4 ; days 6-9 PI, see Supplementary Figure 1 for these data plotted as a disease map), 223
we investigated how well RBC loss or parasite density per se correlates with rhythm disruption compared to 224 other unknown genotype-specific factors. To do this, we regress the daily measures of rhythm disruptions 225 for each host, as captured by our rhythm similarity metric (see Supplementary Table S1 "Change in 226 locomotor activity and body temperature, R 2 ") for locomotor activity and body temperature against the mean 227 daily measures for RBC and parasite densities. See Supplementary Table S5 for effects of genotype. For 228 locomotor activity disruption, we find an interaction between genotype and RBC density ( Fig. 5a , 229 χ 2 =3.55(2,170), p=0.03, R 2 of model fit = 0.61) as well as an interaction between genotype and parasite 230 density ( Fig. 5b , χ 2 =12.00(2,170), p<0.0001, R 2 of model fit = 0.46). These interactions are driven by AJ 231 causing more disruption to locomotor activity rhythms at the same RBC and parasite density, especially at 232 low RBC and high parasite densities, and by AS causing more severe disruptions at high parasite densities. 233
For body temperature disruption, there is no significant interaction between genotype and RBC density and RBC density (χ 2 =149.19(1,170), p<0.0001), R 2 of model fit = 0.53. Body temperature rhythm disruption 236 increases as hosts become more anaemic and for a given RBC density, disruption is greater during AJ than 237 AS infection, with DK causing intermediate levels. As for locomotor activity rhythms, we also find that AJ 238 causes greater body temperature rhythm disruption at lower parasite densities than AS and DK which 239 cause similar amounts of disruption (interaction between genotype and parasite density, χ 2 =9.66(2,170), 240 p=0.0001; Fig. 5d , R 2 of model fit = 0.33). That genotype remains in all of these models (as a main effect or 241 in an interaction) suggests that in addition to the levels of anaemia they cause and their replication rates, 242 other factors inherent to the genotypes must influence host rhythms. 243
Discussion 244
We reveal that host rhythms in locomotor activity and body temperature become disrupted during 245 Plasmodium chabaudi infections, in a parasite genotype specific manner. The most virulent genotype (AJ) 246 disrupted host rhythms to the greatest extent and for the longest time period during infections, and 247 differences between genotypes become more apparent as hosts progress through infections. However, we 248 unexpectedly find that genotype-specific disruption to rhythms is not associated with genotype differences 249 in parasite density or the degree of host anaemia, revealing a role for intra-specific pathogen variation in 250
shaping the host response to infection. We also find that locomotor activity patterns and body temperature 251 rhythms show changes independently of one another. As expected, we find that infecting mice with 252
Plasmodium parasites reduces locomotor activity (lethargy) and body temperature (hypothermia) [22] . We 253 find that night-time locomotor activity and body temperature are indeed being reduced due to infection, but 254 that daytime (when mice are resting) locomotor activity and body temperature are generally not changed as 255 much ( Fig. 2 & 3) . For locomotor activity patterns, this is likely due to inactivity, which cannot decrease into 256 negative activity, and for body temperature -apart for AJ during the "severe" segment -this may be due to 257 minimum temperature requirements for survival [29, 30] . While infection with all parasite genotypes follow 258 broadly similar dynamics, a more detailed dissection of daily rhythms reveals differences between 259 genotypes. For example, the largest locomotor activity differences between genotypes occur during the 260 "asymptomatic" and "severe" segments. DK infected mice are more active during the "asymptomatic" 261 segment compared to AJ and AS infected mice, with >2-fold higher night time locomotor activity compared 262 to AJ infected mice, with AS infected mice intermediate. During the "severe" segment DK infected mice 263 have 4-fold higher night-time locomotor activity compared to AJ infected mice, which remain at low 264 locomotor activity levels as in the "moderate" segment for all genotypes, while AS infected mice increase 265 locomotor activity by a similar amount as DK infected mice. For locomotor activity there are few differences 266 between genotypes during the daytime. For body temperature, most genotype differences occur during the 267 "moderate" and "severe" segments, again with DK infected mice having greater night-time body 268 temperature during these segments compared to AJ infected mice, while body temperature is similar in DK 269 and AS infected mice during the "severe" segment. Daytime body temperature varies between genotypes 270 during the "severe" segment in which AJ infected mice have lower body temperature compared to AS and 271
DK infected mice. 272
Generally, we find the biggest differences in host circadian rhythms after infection with different parasite heat enhancing the rate of lymphocyte trafficking as well as increasing CD8 T cell differentiation towards 276 cytotoxic function and interferon-gamma production [32]. Thus, differences in the degree of hypothermia 277 caused by the parasite genotypes may create variation in the efficiency of the adaptive immune response 278 and subsequently affect recovery rate, potentially contributing to the differences between genotypes 279 illustrated in Fig. 5 . However, experiments that independently perturb parasite density and RBC density (for 280 example by using phenylhydrazine to create anaemia) independently of infection are needed to resolve 281 their influences on rhythm disruption by each parasite genotype. Alternatively, in addition to direct parasite-282 mediated exploitation of host resources, parasite virulence also includes damage due to infection-induced 283 immunopathology, caused by excessive levels of proinflammatory cytokines [33, 34] . As the most virulent 284 genotype, AJ may induce more inflammation than the other genotypes and so, hosts take longer to recover 285 from the collateral damage. To test these ideas, animals could be kept on heat pads to maintain body 286 temperature rhythms and explore the role of temperature sensitivity in the immune response, locomotor 287 activity rhythms and other symptoms. Additionally, the role of different or overactive immune responses on 288 circadian rhythms could be tested by blocking or enhancing innate immune effectors, or giving animals live 289 attenuated vaccines [35] or low doses of corticosteroids to dampen immunity. 290
We find that disruption to locomotor activity and body temperature rhythms do not mirror each other. For 291 example, across infection with all genotypes, locomotor activity rhythms become disrupted sooner and for 292 longer ( Fig. 4a and 4b , Supplementary Table S4 ), and AJ infected mice lose rhythms in locomotor activity 293 during the "moderate" segment but retain rhythmicity in body temperature (Fig. 3 ). In addition to disruption 294 of locomotor activity and body temperature rhythms occurring at different points in the infection, the nature 295 of changes to their rhythms differs. For example, there is a body temperature rhythm inversion during 296 infections with AJ and AS genotypes which does not happen to locomotor activity rhythms ( Fig. 3a , 297 Supplementary Table S2 ). Changes occur in the timing of peak locomotor activity during sickness but not to 298 the same degree as for body temperature rhythms and there is a reduction in locomotor activity and body 299 temperature rhythm amplitude which occurs earlier in locomotor activity. Behavioural and body temperature 300 rhythms are usually in phase with each other (have similar peak times), with the energetic requirements of 301 physical activity meaning that usually body temperature is also increased. These rhythms are coordinated 302 with the external environment, and while they share a common pacemaker in the SCN they may be 303 studies should focus on the symptomatic phases of infections with virulent genotypes. We propose that 356 circadian rhythm disruption is a more appropriate metric of health than anaemia as it gives an overall 357 systemic view of host physiology and behaviour during sickness, especially during the early phases of 358 infection, and is sensitive to parasite genotype. Whilst we only consider three parasite genotypes, our 359 results suggest host rhythm disruption is a genetically variable parasite trait and cannot be explained by 360 traditional measures of virulence (anaemia and parasite replication rates, Fig. 5 ). If so, then it may be under 361 selection but it is not clear whether parasites benefit from disrupting or protecting host rhythms. Whether 362 perturbations of immune responses, drug treatment, or genetic diversity of infections increases the 363 exposure of parasite genetic variation to selection is tractable and relevant given the reduction in malaria 364 prevalence and the association between parasite rhythms and tolerance to antimalarial drugs. Our results 365 highlight the potential for circadian rhythms as an arena for host-parasite coevolution. Analysing the costs 366 and benefits of disrupted host rhythms for both hosts and parasites will help reveal to what extent 367 manipulation of their own and each other's rhythms is involved in parasite offence and host defence. 
Infections and experimental design 371
We used 8-week-old male MF1 mice (bred in-house, University of Edinburgh) with ad libitum access to food 372 and drinking water (supplemented with 0.05% para-amino benzoic acid to facilitate parasite growth). We 373 entrained sixty experimental mice to a 12:12h (lights on 7am/ZT0, lights off 7pm/ZT12; ZT is Zeitgeber 374
Time which is the number of hours after lights on) light:dark cycle for 2 weeks prior to, and during, the 375 experiment. Mice were randomly allocated to 3 treatment groups of 20 mice each (see Fig. 1 for 376 experimental design). We intravenously infected all mice with 10 7 Plasmodium chabaudi parasitized red 377 blood cells (RBC) at ring stage. Parasitised RBCs were harvested from donor mice that were on the same 378 light:dark cycle as the experimental mice. Mice in each treatment group received either genotype AJ, AS, or 379 DK (AJ is a more virulent parasite with infections generating greater amounts of anaemia and reaching 380 higher parasite densities, while DK is a less virulent parasite and AS intermediate). We designated 5 mice 381 in each group to the monitoring of rhythms ("rhythm mice") and they received subcutaneous RFID tags 382 [BioTherm13 RFID (radio-frequency identification) (Biomark, Idaho, USA)] 7 days before infection to 383 continuously record locomotor activity and body temperature rhythms in conjunction with a Home Cage 384
Analysis system (Actual HCA, Actual Analytics Ltd, Edinburgh, Scotland; see Supplementary Methods). 385
The "rhythm mice" remained unsampled throughout the experiment. We designated the remaining 15 mice 386 per group to the monitoring of infection dynamics ("sampling mice"). The "sampling mice" were blood 387 sampled daily (see Supplementary Methods) to quantify parasite dynamics and blood parameters. By 388 separately housing the RFID tagged "rhythm mice" and the blood sampled "sampling mice", we minimised 389 the effects of disturbance on data collected to examine locomotor activity and body temperature rhythms of 390 the RFID tagged mice. The 15 "sampling mice" were infected in two separate blocks of 10 mice and 5 mice 391 with identical set up to augment sample size in the event of mortality induced by the more virulent 392 genotypes. Data from "rhythm mice" and "sampling mice" were collected between days 3 and 14 post minimum adequate models through stepwise model simplification based on Pearson's chi-square test 398 (using the drop1 function in the R package "stats"). The residual distribution of the model fits were checked 399 visually for normality. We report R 2 values for each model as a measure of how close the data fit to the 400 regression line (i.e. the variance accounted for by the model). We used mixed-effects models due to 401 repeated measures taken from the same mice. The first section describes how we test for genotype-402 specific disruption to host rhythms. The second section explains how we verify the genotypes vary in 403 virulence as expected. The final section explains how we determine if variation in disruption to host rhythms 404 is associated with known differences in virulence and replication rate across the parasite genotypes. 405 406
Genotype-specific effects on host rhythms during infection 407
Following Torres et al [27] we first split the infection into four equal length segments ("asymptomatic", 408 "moderate", "severe", "recovery") based on red blood cell and parasite dynamics (see Fig. 2 
and 409
Supplementary Table S1 "segment summary"). These segments also reflect the general signs of infection 410 observed during sampling (e.g. lethargy, piloerection). This generates a "disease map" which we use to 411 generalise patterns of host rhythm disruption during different areas of infection in terms of temporal 412 variation in disease parameters. We then ask whether patterns for host locomotor activity and body 413 temperature differ between parasite genotypes, both within and between infection segments. We fit models 414 using either host locomotor activity or body temperature as the response variable. For explanatory 415 variables, we fit parasite genotype, segment of infection, and sine and cosine terms as fixed effects with 416 interactions, with mouse identity as a random effect. We say locomotor activity or body temperature has 417 become arrhythmic (i.e. no detectable rhythm) when both the sine and cosine terms can be removed from 418 the model. We calculate time of peak and amplitude for each rhythm in each rhythmic segment and 419 compare them between parasite genotypes (see Supplementary Table S1 "time of peak" and "amplitude", 420
[28]). Exploring the differences between genotypes is not computationally possible using this modelling 421 approach because the wave form parameters (sine and cosine terms) are not compatible with good 422 practice for multiple testing of general linear models. Therefore, we only report the R 2 and AIC values for 423 the effect of genotype ( Supplementary Table S2 ). 424
Next, we investigate diel variation in host rhythms in more detail by calculating summary variables of 425 locomotor activity and body temperature for night and day (see Supplementary Table S1 "amount of 426 locomotor activity and mean body temperature"). We calculate the mean locomotor activity and body 427 temperature values during each 3-day segment of infection for 8 hours during the night (ZT14-ZT22) and 428 day (ZT2-ZT10) for each mouse. The central 8 hours are used to avoid fluctuations during the light 429 transitions. We again compare the effect of different parasite genotypes on locomotor activity and body 430 temperature within and between the four infection segments. Our models use the summary variables for 431 either host locomotor activity or body temperature as the response variable and, as explanatory variables, 432 parasite genotype, segment of infection and time-of-day (night, day) with interactions, and host identity as a between genotypes with Tukey HSD (correcting p values for multiple comparisons) (Supplementary Table  435 S3). 436
Parasite virulence shapes host rhythm disruption 438
To examine whether the parasite genotypes vary in the patterns of host rhythm disruption during infections, 439
we model either the change in host locomotor activity or body temperature (see Supplementary Table S1 ; 440 "change in locomotor activity and body temperature, R 2 ") as response variables and day post infection and 441 parasite genotype as explanatory variables, including interactions, and mouse identity as a random effect. 442
Then, to examine whether the parasite genotypes vary in replication rate and in the anaemia they cause, 443 we model either RBC or parasite density as response variables with day post infection and parasite 444 genotype as explanatory variables, including interactions, and mouse identity as a random effect. 445
446
Replication rate and anaemia explaining disruption to host rhythms 447
Given that the genotypes differ across infections in host locomotor activity and body temperature rhythm 448 disruption and reach different parasite densities and cause different levels of anaemia, we ask whether 449 rhythm disruption is associated with the densities of RBCs or parasites. We fit models using change in host 450 locomotor activity or body temperature (see Supplementary Table S1 "change in locomotor activity and 451 body temperature, R 2 ") as response variables and parasite genotype, log base10 RBC or parasite density 452 as explanatory variables with interactions, and mouse identity as a random effect. Note, because our 453 design used different mice to monitor rhythms and infection dynamics, the models included the average 454 in donor mice before inoculating them into 3 groups of 20 experimental mice. We tagged 5 experimental 574 mice per genotype with RFID probes to monitor locomotor activity and body temperature non-invasively 575 ("rhythm mice") and we blood sampled 15 experimental mice per genotype to monitor parasite and host 576 dynamics once per day ("sampling mice"). We followed host rhythms and infection dynamics throughout 14 577 days of infection. 14 days. The map falls into 4 three-day segments. (i) Hosts are considered "asymptomatic" (white, days 3-5 584 PI) until RBC density begins to drop; (ii) Hosts experience "moderate" symptoms (medium grey, days 6-8 585 PI) until RBC density reaches its minimum; (iii) "severe" symptoms (dark grey, days 9-11 PI) spans the 586 period of extremely low RBC densities; and (iv) hosts are in "recovery" (light grey, days 12-14 PI) until RBC 587 density returns to the level before infection. b) Mean ± SEM hourly locomotor activity and body temperature 588 (see Supplementary Table S1 for further explanation) for 14 days of infection with the same three parasite 589 
